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Your
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7 STEPS TO OUT-MARKET THE
COMPETITION ONLINE



EASIER
MAKE THINGS

Whenever you want to improve something between your
business and your customers, the default should be to

make it easier.  Make what easier?  Everything.  You shop
at the grocery store near your home or your job because

that’s easier than going to the store all the way across
town.  You use Facebook to connect with friends and

family because it’s easier than writing letters to
everyone.No one wants to make their life more difficult,
but everyone wants to make their life easier.  When you
simplify what you do and how you do it, everyone wins! 
 This applies to your website, your marketing, your sales

funnel, and your business as a whole.
 

Add Phone Numbers in Visible Places 
(tops of emails/webpages)

 
Make Pictures Clickable Links

 
Integrate Social Media into 1 Platform 

(Hootsuite etc)
 

Consistently Follow Up 
(crm/email marketing)

 
Check Your DM's and IM's Daily

 



RELIGIOUSLY
FOLLOW UP

Most online leads never convert, because your salesmen
and your marketers give up. Well, they should be focusing
on the hottest leads, right?  Not exactly.  As impulsive as

we’d like to think our targets’ buying habits are, the truth is
everyone goes through a process before purchasing,

particularly if it’s a big-ticket item, or if it’s for their
business.  This process takes time.  Related: 13 Amazing
Responses to Stupid Sales Calls ObjectionsOver 80% of
sales come after at least 5 follow-ups. Yet it’s estimated

that 44% of salesmen never follow up more than once, and
92% follow up less than 5 times.  That’s outrageous!  You

can’t just give up on your leads! Who knows when the time
will be right for that person to buy?  Lucky for you,

following up is easy.  It might come in emails, phone calls,
texts, or retargeting online, but every lead needs to hear
from you repeatedly. If you aren’t following up with your
online leads until they either purchase or tell you “never

contact me again,” you are substantially missing out.
 

Use Your Google Calendar
 

Integrate a CRM
 

Set Email Automation for Newsletters, Follow-ups, and
Reviews



FASTER
MAKE YOUR WEBSITE

Do you know how long the average viewer spends on your
website?  About 15 seconds.  You might see an “average
session duration” of much longer in your analytics. But if
you look at individual session times, most of your viewers
probably jump ship instantly.  Why would they do that? 
 Probably because you aren’t fast enough.  But if they’re

already a lead, why would it matter how fast we are? 
 Because those people still need to go back to your

website to read your content, buy your stuff, create their
account, or learn more about what you do.  If you’re not
fast enough, your leads won’t convert.  After all, 40% of

viewers leave a webpage if it takes even 3 seconds to load.
So your website needs to be as quick as possible.PC: Think

With GoogleTwo good tools for checking your website's
speed are Pingdom and Google’s PageSpeed Insights.  If
you need to get your webmaster on board, both of these

tools also give recommendations on what to change.
 

Make Call to Actions Clear and Direct
(phone number/booking at top of webpage)

 
Give Just Enough Information

 
Use Google Tools to Check Website Load Speed

(reduce image sizes and look at code to improve speed)



QUESTIONS
ANSWER

Just as important as making your website faster is allowing
viewers to get what they need faster. If I show up to your

website for the first time, how easy is it to find and get
what I need? How easy is it for me to sign up, view pricing,

learn how it works, or see what others are saying about
your products and services? These questions are why so
much emphasis is placed on “above the fold” content -

everything that’s viewable on the screen without scrolling.
Your most important details need to be front and center.
Whatever is above the fold will get the most attention, so
plan accordingly. What do you want viewers to see first?

What will be most helpful for them? To make things easier,
you’ll need to understand your typical viewer (Lucky

Orange is a good tool for this). When you more quickly give
people what they want, you’ll convert more online leads.

 
Create a FAQ Page

 
Tailor Website Content and Blogs Around FAQ's

 
Include an Ask A Question Section

(user provides email and you respond with an answer)
 

Create Daily or Weekly Videos to Post and Share on
Social Answering Common Questions



IS KEY
COMMUNICATION

When people search online, they don't just look at one
company. They view content, download resources, get
quotes, and research several brands before making a

decision. That means your online leads are probably also
your competitor’s online leads. Why should they choose

you? People generally don’t care about finding the greatest
product in the world, and they don’t always care about the

best deal, either. We care about solving our problems
quickly. In fact, speed is such an important factor in

consumer behavior that up to 50% of all sales go to the
vendor who responds first. Not the vendor who gives the
best answers.Not the vendor who has the best products,
or the most cost-efficient option. And not the vendor who

creates the biggest “wow factor.”The vendor who gets
nearly half of all sales is the one quickest to respond to

prospects' needs. If you want to convert more online leads,
you need to reach them faster. Triggered emails are great,

but the easiest way to reach your leads faster is to text
them.99% of texts are read, virtually all within a few

minutes. Texts have an average response rate of 45% and
an average response time of 90 seconds. What’s faster
than that? When you can reach your leads faster, you’ll

inevitably convert more of them.
 



THEN TEST
MORE

TEST

The golden rule in converting leads is to test, optimize, and
repeat. If you have the resources, the easiest way to test is

to pit two options against each other. Send half of your
viewers or leads option 1, and the other half option 2. This
A/B testing lets you directly compare which option works
better.  And every other aspect of both your website and

your sales funnel. If you don’t know what works better, you
won’t be able to improve, and you won’t convert more

leads. Test a couple of options, optimize accordingly, and
then move on to the next thing you want to test. To

convert more online leads, you need to know what they
engage with best. The only way to learn is it to test.

 
You should test and optimize for:

Content
 Phrasing

Colors
Images

Positioning
Call-to-actions



DATA
FOCUS ON YOUR

There’s a lot of data out there, and if you try to focus on all
of it, you’ll just get bogged down. That’s not helpful.

Instead, hone in on a few important figures, like cost per
qualified lead cost per acquisition bounce rate, and new

visitor to lead conversion rate Lifetime value of a customer
is also an important figure, but it falls more into customer
success than customer conversions. What these numbers
can show you is where to focus your efforts. What part of
your funnel needs to be easier? If your new website visitor
to lead rate is low (benchmark is 4%), you know to focus on
improving your lead capture. What can you do to get more

conversions on your top pages? Exit forms, content
downloads, or other on-page lead capture forms might be
right for you. You can also offer discounts and promotions.

There are plenty of options, so start by trying one or two
and seeing what happens. Then repeat. If your new user
bounce rate is bad (benchmark is 25% - 30%), you might
need to make your pages more relevant to your target

audience. What do people actually want when they get to
your site? And what are you doing that’s driving people

away? (Note: Blog bounce rates are always way higher, and
that's normally okay.)After you get a lead, can you ever
reach them again? After someone’s done a demo, how

quickly do they convert (or tell you to shove it)? The
purpose of gathering data is to see what you can improve.

To convert more online leads, focus on just a few key
metrics, and take action where you can.


